Potentials of mean force between ionizable amino acid side chains in water.
Potentials of mean force (PMF) between all possible ionizable amino acid side chain pairs in various protonation states were calculated using explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations with umbrella sampling and the weighted histogram analysis method. The side chains were constrained in various orientations inside a spherical cluster of 200 water molecules. Beglov and Roux's Spherical Solvent Boundary Potential was used to account for the solvent outside this sphere. This approach was first validated by calculating PMFs between monatomic ions (K(+), Na(+), Cl(-)) and comparing them to results from the literature and results obtained using Ewald summation. The strongest interaction (-4.5 kcal/mol) was found for the coaxial Arg(+).Glu(-) pair. Many like-charged side chains display a remarkable lack of repulsion, and occasionally a weak attraction. The PMFs are compared to effective energy curves obtained with common implicit solvation models, namely Generalized Born (GB), EEF1, and uniform dielectric of 80. Overall, the EEF1 curves are too attractive, whereas the GB curves in most cases match the minima of the PMF curves quite well. The uniform dielectric model, despite some fortuitous successes, is grossly inadequate.